
Jiffy Speedypot, the latest addition to the Jiffy-Pot family, is retail-strong,
custom printable and mechanically easy to handle, at the same time
offering a 100% biodegradable innovative ‘Container and Label in One’
solution to the horticultural industry. Easy for you, easy for the customer!

Jiffy Speedypot is the latest generation of the
“shrink-wrap” series in the Jiffypot family, offering a
100% biodegradable ‘green innovative’ container solu-
tion to the horticultural industry.
What sets the Jiffy Speedypot apart from all other
containers in the industry is that, while it has all the
advantages of a plastic container, being clean, strong,
brightly coloured, custom printable and mechanically
easy to handle, it still provides you with the benefits of
the proven Jiffy Pot ‘Open Wall’ concept.
The “wrap” around the top of the Jiffy Speedypot is
made of 100% biodegradable PLA making the pot
attractive and easy to handle, with the added advantage
for the end user of not having to dispose of the container,
instead planting the plant, pot and label directly into the
garden.
The label around the rim of the Jiffy Speedypot can be
custom printed providing the customer with all the need-
ed plant, and company logo/ information, saving you the
expense and labour required of an additional label. 

“Rigid Wall” and “Open Wall” containers
A container with a rigid wall promotes root spiraling
resulting in deformed root systems giving poor garden
performance. To avoid deformed roots and maximize
plant establishment in the garden, the innovative Jiffy

Speedypot combines both the Rigid and Open Wall
concepts in one single unit, combining the best of both
worlds. The top of the Jiffy Speedypot, clean, strong,
attractive whereas the bottom half still provides you with
the proven Jiffypot “open wall” container concept allowing
the roots to grow through the pot wall to get ‘air pruned’.
The air pruning process results in buds on the root tips at
the edge of the container. When a Jiffy Speedypot is
transplanted into the garden, the root buds spring alive,
developing rapidly into a healthy root system assuring
fast establishment of any plant in the garden.
No other plant container in the industry combines easy
handling, good looking, economical, custom design,
100% degradability and ‘Best For Plant Establishment’
in a single container as the Jiffy Speedypot does.

Jiffy Speedypot, ‘Easy for you, 
Easy for your customer’
• 100% Biodegradable Plant Container and label in One.
• Super healthy roots and fast establishment in any

flowerbed.
• Generic or custom labels available.
• Save cost of extra tag and labour to handle these

tags.
• Strong rigid and ‘soft open wall’ concept in one unit.
• No disposal of pot, no disposal of label.
• Healthier plants, Happier customer.

For further information or to arrange a trial of Jiffy Speedypots
please contact your area manager or use the contact options below

Jiffy Products of America Inc.
Toll Free 1-800-323-1047 (North America only)

E-mail:  prosales@jiffygroup.com

www.jiffygroup.com

Jiffy Products International BV
Tel.: +31 78 20 62 100
E-mail:  sales@jiffygroup.com

www.jiffygroup.com


